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Holidays
Talk about past holidays. Say what you did in the last 
holidays. Give opinion on the last holidays.

Grammar: Past tense AR/ ER/ IR regular verbs and It was = 
fue; fui = I went. Asking questions in the past. Time 
expressions in the past/ present. 

Technology and TV in my life
Say what you use your mobile phone for. Explain which TV 
programmes you prefer and why. Tell what you did yesterday.

Grammar: Revise present regular verbs & past tense. Time 
expressions of frequency (normally/ sometimes, etc). 
Comparatives: más/ menos..que= more/less..than . Past tense 
“hacer = to do ( I did = hice) ”. 

Let’s eat
Explain which food you like. Describe meal times. Order food and drink 
in a restaurant. Discuss what you are going to do in the future

Grammar: Use of plural opinions. Asking questions. Structures to order 
food and talk about food: e.g. “tengo hambre/ sed= I am hungry/ thirsty”; 
“de primero/ Segundo/etc= as a starter/ main, etc”. Future tense: ir + a+ 
infinitive. 

Continuation: Let’s eat
Explain which food you like. Describe meal times. Order food and drink in a 
restaurant. Discuss what you are going to do in the future

Grammar: Use of plural opinions. Asking questions. Structures to order food and 
talk about food: e.g. “tengo hambre/ sed= I am hungry/ thirsty”; “de primero/ 
Segundo/etc= as a starter/ main, etc”. Future tense: ir + a+ infinitive. 

End of year assessment.

Continuation: Holidays
Talk about past holidays. Say what you did in the 
last holidays. Give opinion on the last holidays.

Grammar: Past tense AR/ ER/ IR regular verbs
and It was = fue; fui = I went. Asking questions. 
Time expressions in the past/ present. 

End of term PIT STOP

Continuation: Technology and TV in my life
Say what you use your mobile phone for. Explain which TV programmes you 
prefer and why. Tell what you did yesterday.

Grammar: Revise present regular verbs & past tense. Time expressions of 
frequency (normally/ sometimes, etc). Comparatives: más/ menos..que= 
more/less..than . Past tense “hacer = to do ( I did = hice) ”. 

End of term assessment.
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